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V O L .  1  ( 6 )

Pride and
PreJewdice
 

PURIM IS UPON US!

 
We're super excited to be sharing our next
edition with all of you, and even more
excited that it's Purim themed! Purim has so
many positive messages perfect for the Jewish
LGBT community. Be sure to check out the
information about the queerest purim bash—
and to accommodate everyone, we have TWO!
 

M. Lattin (she/her) and Mic Braun (they/she)

JQYU's Jewish Queer College Newsletter
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Family Day theme announced
By James Lopez

 CONTEST! In 300+ words, let us know what you think!

Edition VI, Forum I, Contest I 

Q: What are your thoughts on gender roles in
Judaism? Has your LGBTQ+ identity influenced the

way you practice Jewish traditions that are
considered gendered?

Have forum ideas for our newsletter? Want to enter the
contest above to win a $50 Amazon giftcard? 
Scan the QR code or follow the link below to submit your
thoughts! 
Answers will be published in a future edition.
https://qrgo.page.link/sUh8s

Daf Yomi thoughts: With the recent Siyum Hashas,
there has been a huge resurgence of interest in starting

the 7.5 year cycle of Daf Yomi.  Some of the most
popular resources that have popped up are Facebook

groups including, "Be Gay, do Daf Yomi." What are your
thoughts on this movement to reclaim these Torah

spaces that have traditionally left Queer people out?

Shay (they/them)

Open Forum: let us hear your thoughts!

The open forum offers a chance for participation in the Pride and Prejewdice
newsletter by submitting opinions on short questions that will be decided upon

by the facilitator. Answers can be of any length but should be of substance.

SCAN
H
E
R
E

https://qrgo.page.link/sUh8s
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College Tips Kevin Lubin (he/him)

 

Hello everyone, welcome back to College Tips! Today, we are going to take a much
feared aspect of the college experience and try to make it more manageable—the
dreaded essay assignments.
 
It’s common (particularly for a literature or history course) for professors to assign
essays from anywhere between 3 to 10 pages in length, possibly as a test grade or to
count towards a midterm or final. As someone who works as a writing tutor, I read
dozens of student essays every week and have finally begun to compile a list of what
makes an essay “good” and receive high marks. Obviously, it’s not an exact science, as
many professors will always go their own way when grading, but I’ve written a few of
my personal tips and tricks below. 
 
There are so many essays I’ve read where the student has a fantastic idea yet begins to
diverge from it later in the essay as they come to realizations about certain facets of the
subject. For example, it is not uncommon for someone to begin writing an essay about
one particular idea and then go off topic to discuss distantly related subjects with no
real connection between the ideas. Having more information in your essay is not a bad
thing; however, it is important to stick to one specific idea and stick to that idea for the
duration of the paper. It may increase the length of your essay unnecessarily, and the
maximum amount of pages is just as strict a number as the minimum in the eyes of
many instructors. (They don’t want to read more than they feel they have to!) If you stay
on track with your main idea, there’s more of a chance you’ll have a clear and concise
paper that many professors will love. Clarity is key.
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In a similar vein, it is important to have a consistent flow of ideas that follows your
thesis. This is easier with certain papers over others, but as a general rule it’s good to go
over your paper from the perspective of the reader who does not know much about the
topic. Do you clearly explain the path from Point A to Point B? Is the progression of
events understandable to the average reader? Is there any concept or idea you
mentioned that must be                                          explained before you are able to
continue? These are all                                            important questions to keep in mind as
you proofread so that                                               your essay makes sense as well as
answers the prompts                                                your professor laid out for you. 
         
Another little trick I’ve found is the use of what’s known as “reverse outlining.” To create
a “reverse outline,” go over your finished paper and then outline it as if you were taking
notes on a research paper someone else wrote. See if you can easily identify the thesis
and the main points of each body paragraph. This is a great way to double check on
what I’ve mentioned before: with a reverse outline, you can clearly analyze the flow of
ideas as well as make sure you stay on track from the beginning of your essay to the
very end.
 
I can go on for pages and pages if I were to write a complete list of every bit of advice
about essay writing I’ve found helpful, but I’ll leave it at these general tips. They are
applicable at any level of essay writing as there are always ways to improve and make
proofreading as productive as possible. Best of luck!
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WHEN:
Monday, March 9th, 2020
7:00 PM: with your choice of traditional or
egalitarian Megillah reading! (free and open
to all ages)
8:15 PM: Party into the night with an OPEN
BAR, dancing, yummy food, and a costume
contest with prizes!
 
WHERE:
The Marlene Meyerson JCC Manhattan, 
334 Amsterdam Ave, NYC
 
WHAT:
Purim is the Jewish holiday where we get
so wild that we no longer can tell the
difference between Queen Esther and her
Uncle Mordechai...sounds pretty queer to
us! So what better place to celebrate the
holiday than at the LGBTQ Purim Ball–
celebrating 13 years!
 

WHO:
The entire Jewish community (ages 21+) 
are welcome. Want to bring your straight 
friends or not LGBTQ yourself? Not to
worry, we are STRAIGHT FRIENDLY, so
come down and party with us!
 
ATTIRE:
Come as yourself, come as someone
else, everybody is welcome. There is no
age maximum, you are never too old to
party (you must be 21 to enter). Costumes
optional but recommended.
 
INFO:
Did we mention that there is an OPEN
BAR, DJ (Playing Madonna & Mariah to
Mordechai Ben David!) and an endless
supply of Hamantaschen?
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The 13th Annual LGBTQ Community Purim Party:
Open to the entire Jewish Community!

For more information or to sign up to volunteer (free admission) email: Info@JQYouth.org
To gabbai or lein Megillah, email: robert@eighteen22.com

Presented by JQY, Eighteen:22, and JCC Out at the J

Proceeds to support of the JQY Drop-In Center for LGBTQ Jewish Teens

Advanced ticket sales:
$30.00 ($25.00 for students)

Tickets at the door: 
$35.00 ($30.00 for students)

TICKETS
H
E
R
E

Go to next page for 
party plans for those under 21

O P E N  B A R  ( 2 1 + ) !  C R A Z Y  C O S T U M E S !  M U L T I P L E  M E G I L L A H  R E A D I N G S !  D A N C I N G  T H R O U G H
T H E  N I G H T !



SCAN
H
E
R
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WHEN:
Tuesday, March 10th, 2020
8:00 PM
 
WHERE:
The Kimmel Center NYU Room 802
60 Washington Sq South, NYC
 
WHAT:
Sparkle through the night with dancing, food,
and glitter! There will be kosher food, games,
music and a shining drag performance from
the extraordinary Lady SinAGaga!
 
WHO:
The entire Jewish college student community
(ages 23 and below)

ATTIRE:
come in a costume or as your wonderful
self!
 
INFO: 
Registration is free, but you must RSVP. 
No one without NYU ID will be admitted
without an RSVP to the form (follow link
here: http://bit.ly/3axte1T or scan QR code). 
You must show a college/university or other
photo ID for admittance to the Kimmel
Center and the Ball.There will be no alcohol
served or allowed at the Ball. Thank you for
understanding!
 
 
 

JQYU and NYU: Bronfman Center announce:

a queer Jewish cross-campus 
Purim Party open for all ages 23 and under!

 

G L I T T E R  M A K E - U P  B A R !  P O L A R O I D  P H O T O B O O T H !  N O S H E S !

Under 21 but still want to experience a fabulous
LGBTQ Purim Party? 
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THIS WILL BE A PURIM YOU WON'T WANNA MISS! 

if you have song recs, put 'em here: http://bit.ly/2VP8i28

http://bit.ly/3axte1T
http://bit.ly/2VP8i28
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LGBTQ+ Hero: 
Samara Karow (she/her)Rebecca Sugar

        Rebecca Sugar is a writer, artist, singer, ukuleleist, and creator of Steven Universe.
After graduating from CalArts, she got her start on Adventure Time, where she was
responsible for the development of the canonical romantic relationship between
Marceline and Princess Bubblegum. 
        Steven Universe has won a GLAAD award, featured the first same-sex wedding in a
children’s TV show, and subverts gender stereotypes. Steven, who is half-gem, half-
human, has healing powers and a shield, which is something typically seen as a female
or sidekick superpower) and his female-coded gem friends are strong characters who go
into battle and raise him.  
        The premise of Steven Universe, according to Sugar, is to teach eleven-year-old
boys—the target demographic—about the importance of healthy relationships.
Oftentimes, when characters enter a relationship, they form what is called a “fusion,”
where they both become one character in one body. The fusions can then separate back
into the original characters if they so choose. If a fusion is unstable, that is a sign the
characters should not be in a relationship. One of the most prominent relationships in the
show, the one between Ruby and Sapphire, forms the character Garnet. Garnet is a
fusion who raises Steven alongside Steven’s dad, Amethyst, and Pearl. Garnet is the
summation of a lesbian relationship between Ruby and Sapphire, though fusions don’t
necessarily have to be male or female. Another character, Stevonnie, the fusion between
characters Steven and Connie, is intersex and uses gender-neutral pronouns. The
representation created by these characters makes the show a huge win for sapphic and
intersex viewers alike, adding a breadth of depth to the Queer community in children’s
television. 
         In a long-term, monogamous, relationship, Rebecca Sugar is emblematic of the fact
that bisexuals can be vibrant members of the LGBT+ community, no matter who they are
dating. Additionally, Steven’s half-gem, half-human state is allegorical for another aspect
of Sugar’s identity: Sugar’s experience growing up half-Jewish. In a Reddit AMA in 2014,
Sugar explained that she named the protagonist after her real-life brother Steven, and in
a 2018 interview with NPR, she revealed that the characters in the show are inspired by
her lived experience as a Jewish, non-binary woman. Steven Universe will forever be
remembered as a show that, I believe, created a historic win for the Jewish community,
the LGBT+ community, and its overlap, thanks to the creative genius of Rebecca Sugar.
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LGBTerminology
MR Farina (they/he/she)

Mx. :

INTERSEX: 

DYADIC: 

DIAMORIC: 

NEOPRONOUNS: 

ALTERNATIVE PRONOUNS:

This week's terminology is centered around terms relating to gender and sex that may not be as
widely used or known. I personally understand these terms in the following way:
 

This is used as a title in between 'Ms.' and 'Mr.' for people who do not identify with those titles, as they
represent specific genders.
 

This is a term used to identify a person who was born with an anatomy that can not be easily
characterized  as male or female.
 

Anyone who is born with sex characteristics that are categorized as male and female—this is anyone
who is not intersex. Though the term has other meanings that do not refer to the LGBT community, the
term was implemented to avoid referring to non-intersex people as "normal/natural," which implies
that intersex people are something other than that.
 

This refers to relationships that are not straight or gay, such as ones that include 1+ people who are
non-binary; it can also be used as a term by non-binary people to describe their identity.
 

“New pronouns”; any set of pronouns other than she, he, they, and it.
 

An additional set of pronouns that someone will accept. While neopronouns refer to new sets of
pronouns, alternative pronouns may just be any other pronouns that someone accepts, even if they are
not their primary pronouns. For example, someone whose primary pronouns are 'they/them' but they
would also accept 'she/her'.
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Dvar Torah
MR Farina (they/he/she)

A major theme that is present during the holiday of Purim is the idea of
‘hiddenness’. Queen Esther hid that she is a Jew, and it is customary for

people to ‘hide’ their identities behind masks and costumes at Purim
celebrations. Many people who are Queer can also relate to this feeling

of hiding our identities. 
Revealing our true selves can make us more vulnerable and can even

be dangerous in some cases. I believe we can look to the story of Queen
Esther for inspiration and glean some hope from it. She was the only
Jew in a position of power in a foreign kingdom which had issued a

decree to kill all the Jews. Knowing that she had to do something, Esther
called on her community for support. After all the Jews fasted together
in solidarity with her, she went and revealed to King Ahasuerus that she
was Jewish. I think that for LGBTQ+ individuals, this could symbolize the

importance of waiting until it is safe, and the strength one needs and
can get from being comfortable enough to decide when it is the right

time to come out. 
Purim is one of the most important holidays showing us the light even in
the darkest of times. Even when it seemed like there was no hope, the
power of community brought the Jews together and they were saved
from the impending decree. Purim is considered such a joyous holiday

that we even repeat words from Megillat Esther every week at
Havdalah, when we acknowledge the closing of Shabbat and welcome
in the new week: “And the Jews enjoyed light and happiness, gladness
and honor.” This power of community still exists today, and something I

think we can learn from this holiday is to look to our Jewish
communities, and to our Queer communities, for support in times of

need.

Purim and Queer Identity
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The Debt For Those Who Dare To Love
S.T. (he/him)

1   - We want love, we give love, love is everything, but naive idealism is not reciprocated
2   - I worked so hard in trying to make the world I needed to live in
3   - Yet all I got in return for my efforts was this sad state of reality
4   - So against all this I wear my ruined trophy as a badge!
5   - No matter how much I've suffered, I'm still dancing above it all. Life goes on.
6   - I take pain in return for my love, because I believe that pain proves there is hope!
7   - But hoping leaves little to the body to survive. It gets very cold when nothing cares.
8   - Walking in the chill bleeds any warmth I had
9   - Without that warmth, I want to submit and surrender myself to this hopelessness
10 - But I stare at these fractals, and realize, its beautiful
11 - Beauty may be destined to die, but that's why my desire to see it re-ignited burns so fiercely
12 - It's never been enough before. But I must keep trying. I must keep hoping
13 - Following this path inevitably leads to when I can go no further, and break
14 - But what I've accomplished in spite of my shortcoming will give chance for tommorow

O passive fate discern'd the gift for bane
As solitary soul did strive for place
Till my unfortunate task led to vain
But brazen passion turnt debase to grace
Above I weave steps count on endless path
Cheap gold exchanged for ribbon of blue
Sad flutter seeping cold to quell warm wrath
To wane the perview grandeur I accrue
With frozen fractal hopelessness defeat
Yet eyes will wander over bleak, brisk charm
A beauty doom'd to die then rise twixt beat
The dance that's oscillating hope and harm
So morn will rise broken on hubris' guilt
From iron blood of dreamers strength rebuilt
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JQY (Jewish Queer Youth) supports and empowers LGBTQ children, teens and
young adults in the Jewish community, with a special focus on those from
Orthodox, Chassidic, and Sephardi/Mizrachi homes. JQY promotes the mental
health, emotional well-being and physical safety of these individuals by providing
national crisis, communal, and advocacy resources, as well as in-person support
programming in New York.
 
JQYU (JQY University) is a cross-campus network for LGBTQ Jewish college
students. JQYU serves as an umbrella community for queer Jewish campus
organizations as well as queer Jewish individual students.

WWW.JQYOUTH.ORG • INFO@JQYOUTH.ORG

CALL OUR JQY WARMLINE AT 551-JQY-HOPE (579-4673)

Have submission ideas for our newsletter?
Looking for Jewish LGBTQ+ resources on your campus?
Know of an upcoming Jewish Queer event for us to publish?
Contact us at prideandprejewdice@jqyouth.org
Subscribe to this newsletter at jqyouth.org/jqyu


